
CSS Dashboard 
Free listings on the Shopping tab

Within the EEA and Switzerland, you participate in free listings through a CSS. If you are using multiple 
CSSs to place ads, you can select only one for free listings. For accounts live before May 2020, the CSS with 
which you had the most inventory uploaded for your website, was initially selected for your free listings. You 
can change the CSS selected for free listings at any time via the CSS dashboard.

Your CSS dashboard is available in your Google Shopping Merchant Center account. You can find it via 
the ‘Settings’ by clicking the spanner icon, and then ‘Shopping ads setup’ in the drop-down menu. 
Select ‘Affiliates & CSS’ to view the CSS dashboard. Here you’ll find the CSS dashboard, it shows all 
CSSs placing products on your behalf on Google. You can enable/disable individual CSSs for ads and you 
can select the CSS for free listings.

Using the CSS dashboard

1.

2.

3.

The CSS through which you place free listings will be labeled ‘selected for free listings in Europe’. If 
you are working with multiple CSSs and wish to change your CSS for free listings, you can do so by 

clicking the ⋮ icon next to the CSS you wish to select, a menu option will appear with the option 
‘Make this the CSS for free listings in Europe’.

CSS Example +00 000 000 000 www.cssexamplesite.css ⋮ 



If you have followed the recommended steps, and are unable to see your CSS dashboard, 
please make sure that you:

If you are unable to see the CSS dashboard

CSS Dashboard 
Free listings on the Shopping tab

1. Use your Google Shopping Merchant Center account. In Europe, each 
Merchant Center account is associated with a CSS. CSSs can set up a 
Merchant Center account for any merchant and start advertising on their 
behalf (merchants can disable individual CSSs through the dashboard). 

Accounts associated with Google Shopping require that the user claims the 
merchant website, this means they need to prove that they actually are the 
merchant or are authorized by the merchant. 

The CSS dashboard is therefore only available in the Google Shopping 
Merchant Center account to ensure that settings made there are indeed 
choices of the merchant (and not any CSS representing them). 

2. Claim your website. To ensure it is your business that is managing the CSS 
dashboard, we ask that you verify your business and claim your website. If 
you already have a Google Shopping Merchant Center account, but you 
haven't claimed your website yet, follow these steps to verify and claim the 
website.

3. Set up a Google Shopping Merchant Center account, if you do not 
currently have one. Once set up, you can then claim your website and use the 
CSS dashboard to manage your CSS activity.

Please note: You do not need to upload any feeds, run any Shopping activity with Google Shopping or 
choose Google Shopping for your free listings to use the CSS dashboard via your Google Shopping 
Merchant Center account. All you need to do is use this Merchant Center account to claim your 
website and use the CSS dashboard to manage your CSS activity.

https://support.google.com/merchants/answer/176793
https://www.google.com/retail/get-started/?product=merchant-center

